
I will learn:

Further Reading

Greater Depth Challenge

Key Words

This will help in the future: 

I should already know:

Knowledge Organiser Focus:

Music
I can increase and describe the 
tempo. 
I can order sounds to create a 
beginning, middle and an ed. 

Art and Design
I can mix paint to create all the 
secondary colours.
I can create brown with paint.
I can create tints and tones with 
paint by adding white and black.

Geography
I can name the world oceans and 
locate them on a map.
I can directional  vocabulary to 
describe a location. 

secondary 
colours

A colour that has resulted from mixing two primary colours together.

primary colours Three colours that are used to mix to make other colours.

tempo The speed of music. 

volume How loud or quiet music is. 

ocean A huge area of sea.

human features Natural features of land. 

physical features Features of land that have been impacted by human activity. 

Somebody Swallowed Stanley by Sarah 
Roberts https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=uf4b4no8ric
The Storm Whale by Benji Davies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zT9Ln
MQiplc

I can name the four countries in the United 
Kingdom and locate them on a map.

I know some features of an island. 

I can use grid references on a map.

I can use a range of brushes to create 
different effects in painting.

Explore the layers of the 
ocean. Can you use household 
objects to recreate it and label 

the different parts?

What lies Beneath? 

Directional  vocabulary 

near

far

Thinking Deeper Challenge

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uf4b4no8ric
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zT9LnMQiplc


Knowledge Organiser Focus:

Geography
What is an ocean?
An ocean is a huge area of sea. There are five 
oceans in the world.

Music

Art
Primary colours
Red, yellow and blue are primary colours.
You can mix these colours together to make other
colours (secondary colours).

Secondary colours
These are colours that we can make when
we mix primary colours together.

What lies Beneath? 

Click the 
different tabs 

to select 
different 

sounds and 
instruments.   

red blue yellow

Slide the tempo bar to 
change the speed of 

your music.   
Drag your 

chosen sounds 
into the bars

This deletes your music if you 
want to start again.

These 
slider 

changes 
the 

volume 
of the 

sounds. 

Press this to play your 
music. 

R.E


